Yoga classes from today

S

Water adalat in Bengaluru today

The Water Supply and Sewerage Board (WSSB) today will launch a water adalat in Bengaluru. As part of the programme, WSSB officials in consultation with the local authorities will visit the areas where water supply is weak and take necessary rectification measures. The adalat will be conducted on 23rd day from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Guest faculties at an Institute of Hotel Management

Bangalore University has invited guests from different fields to join the institute and enhance the teaching capabilities of the faculty. The guests will be selected on the basis of their expertise in the field of hotel management.

The Community Came Together to Celebrate the Platinum Jubilee of the Malabar Muslims Association

Guests had connections with Muslims from across the world.

Food Bond

Traditional food items of the Malabar Muslims are a delightful delicacy like Thalloor Sadam, Thalloor Sareem, Payar sadam, Payar mate, etc. In the case of Muslims, they don’t want to have anything ready made by the chef. They cook and we see them. My personal favourite is ‘Kilimani’.

The Malabar Muslims in Bengaluru own several hotels, clubs, and restaurants like Banashankari, Bangalore, Empire, Imperial and Paramount. The dining experience is a complete new experience between cricket and wildlife:

Wildlife experts should do more to conserve and protect the environment, and not just speak about ‘Kumbh’.
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